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Abstract
We outline our achievements in developing electron transparent, leak-tight membranes required
for environmental photoelectron spectroscopy (PES). We discuss the mechanical constraints
limiting the achievable membrane size and review the development of growth protocols for the
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of single-crystalline graphene on highly (111) textured Cu
foils serving as membrane material. During CVD growth, Cu tends to develop a mesoscopic
staircase morphology consisting of alternating inclined surface planes, irrespective of whether
the covering graphene film or the substrate are single-crystalline. This morphology remains
imprinted even when converting the film into freestanding graphene, which affects its
mechanical properties. Determining the number of carbon layers in freestanding graphene, we
show that membranes reported to suspend over distances larger than 20 µm most likely consist
of few-layer graphene. The Raman band signature often used to confirm monolayer graphene
rather relates to graphene with turbostratic stacking. The vertical corrugation of freestanding
graphene was shown to be almost absent for tri- and four-layer-thick graphene but substantial
for bilayer and especially for monolayer graphene. The corrugation is reduced when
mechanically straining the freestanding graphene through thermal expansion of the supporting
frame, especially flattening membrane areas with imprinted staircase morphology. The electron
signal attenuation through supported and freestanding graphene was determined as a function of
the electron kinetic energy, verifying that large-area graphene-based electron windows have
sufficient electron transparency required for environmental PES. Meanwhile, we managed to
cover 100 µm-sized single holes by few-layer graphene up to a coverage fraction of over
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99.9998%, as deduced when applying 10 mbar air on one side of the sealing membrane without
detecting any measurable pressure increase on its ultrahigh vacuum side. The reported
achievements will pave the way toward the development of laboratory-based environmental
PES.

Supplementary material for this article is available online

Keywords: graphene, chemical vapor deposition, electron transparency, membranes,
environmental cell, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, freestanding graphene

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

After the discovery of graphene as a two-dimensional (2D)
solid consisting of a single carbon layer with a honeycomb
lattice, the extraordinary mechanical and electronic properties
of this intriguing material induced extensive research activ-
ity [1–3]. Besides the importance of graphene regarding its
electronic band structure with Berry phase properties [4], the
material is outstanding because of its high mechanical sta-
bility [5], atomic impermeability [6], chemical inertness and
high electronic conductivity and mobility [1]. These proper-
ties will lead or have already led to the development of novel
devices, such as small pressure sensors [7, 8], transistors [9],
thin electrode materials [10, 11], corrosion protection layers
[12] or atomically thin, gas-tight [6] or semipermeable [13]
membranes.

One of the novel applications is the construction of a gas-
tight membrane that is thin enough to be transparent even
for electrons with low kinetic energy. Lenard already used
very thin Al foils as electron transparent windows for highly
energetic electrons generated in a cathode ray tube, a work
which was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1905 [14].
The concept of electron transparent windows capable of seal-
ing a specimen in a vacuum-incompatible environment was
applied in electron microscopy shortly after its invention in
the 1930s (see, e.g. [15, 16]). Meanwhile, electron micro-
scopy of vacuum-incompatible samples is called environ-
mental transmission- [17] or environmental scanning elec-
tron microscopy [18, 19] and microchips with cavities sealed
by several nm thick membranes are commercially available
as environmental cells [20, 21]. Nevertheless, these mem-
branes are non-transparent for slow electrons. Due to the dra-
matic increase of inelastic electron scattering in solid matter
with decreasing kinetic energy [22, 23], such devices cannot
be used for applications such as photoelectron spectroscopy
(PES), and in particular x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), where photoelectrons with a kinetic energy between
50 and 1500 eV are collected. When using graphene oxide
or graphene as an alternative electron transparent window
material, these shortcomings are overcome [24, 25] Before
graphene-sealed environmental cells were available, the only
alternative approach to so-called ambient pressure XPS made
use of differentially pumped electron analyzers, which were
operated in a laboratory up to pressures close to the 10 mbar

range [26–28]. When using highly brilliant synchrotron light,
the setup can be modified, and pressures well above 10 mbar
and recently up to more than 1 bar became possible [29–33].

Meanwhile, the environmental cell approach toward ambi-
ent pressure XPS has proven to be a very promising way to
allow the characterization of catalytic surfaces inside a high-
pressure or liquid environment. In current environmental cell-
based ambient pressure setups the hole diameter covered by
freestanding graphene is greatly reduced with respect to the
nominally limiting values, as will be separately discussed fur-
ther below. Typically, single holes or hole arrays of 1–4 µm
in diameter maximum are sealed [34–37]. Apart from electron
windows, the investigation of liquid droplets enclosed between
two membranes in contact with each other is also reported in
the literature [38, 39]. A potential leakage due to local failure
of the double-sided membrane does not spoil the base pressure
of the surrounding vacuum chamber due to the small amount
of material that is released into the vacuum. The benefit of the
approach is that local membrane failure reduces the amount of
droplets but does not prevent study of the remaining ones.

Environmental cells with a single hole as the electron
window have been successfully assembled with few-layer
graphene or graphene oxide as the sealing membrane material,
and proof-of-principle XPS of statically enclosed liquids has
been performed [24, 25, 40, 41]. A pressure relief membrane
on the backside of the cell reduces the pressure difference dur-
ing the pumping down of the system. The single-hole struc-
tures were also extended to cells with sealed arrays of micro
cavities [37, 42]. In such setups, the advantage is preserved
that local membrane rupture does not lead to catastrophic dam-
age and venting of the vacuum system, and allows investiga-
tion of the remaining sealed cavities under ambient conditions.
However, in both geometries, the fillingmedium of the cavities
cannot be exchanged. This disadvantage becomes important,
especially when exposing liquids to highly brilliant x-ray (or
electron) irradiating beams. For example, radiolysis of water
was observed, leading to gas accumulation and bubble forma-
tion underneath the membrane, which finally breaks upon pro-
longed irradiation [25].

Beam damage effects are reduced when exchanging the
dense medium inside the environmental cell during operation,
which also allows in situ flow-type reactor studies to be per-
formed. Therefore, cells have been developed that make use
of electron windows based on interconnected arrays of holes
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covered by graphene. Typically, the support structure host-
ing the holes is made out of a thin silicon nitride membrane,
which is transparent for the irradiating x-rays [34, 35, 43,
44] so that the photoelectron emission yield is limited by the
electron transparency of the window only. The latter quantity
scales with the hole-to-support-area ratio of the array, which
is small due to the small hole size (typically <1 µm) and the
large hole separation distance (>5 µm). The entire array is also
limited in size to minimize the leakage rate through the oper-
ating membrane and the potential area where the graphene
sealing might break. As a result, the chosen thickness of the
sealing membrane is a compromise of the increased sealing
capability at the cost of an exponentially decreasing electron
transparency. In order to compensate for the low photoelec-
tron emission through such electron windows, brilliant x-rays
provided by synchrotron light facilities are used. All stud-
ies are typically performed at differentially pumped electron
spectrometers because of the potential risk of membrane rup-
ture and the overall limited leak tightness of the electron win-
dow. Nevertheless, the use of microfluidic cells covered by
an electron window with graphene-sealed hole arrays might
pave the way to setups that do not require differential pumping
at all [42].

Radical formation during x-ray irradiation was shown to
significantly affect the chemical system even when being
characterized in SiN-sealed environmental cells using x-ray
absorption spectroscopy in synchrotron studies [45]. Since a
decreased photon density reduces the observed beam dam-
age, an enlarged electron transparency of the electron window
would allow photoelectron spectra with equal signal-to-noise
ratio to be acquired at a reduced photon intensity. Enlarging
the size of the electron window also reduces beam damage as
the irradiating photons can be distributed over a larger area.
Thus, the development of electron windows with high electron
transparency over the maximum achievable area is the tech-
nical goal of the environmental cell approach towards ambi-
ent pressure XPS. One way to meet this target is to produce
large-area electron windows at the cost of leak tightness, i.e. it
was possible to develop an electron transparent 1 mm2-sized
Pt working electrode of an environmental electrochemical cell
that could be investigated by in situ ambient pressure XPS. The
catalytic Pt particles deposited on the backside of the graphene
film mechanically stabilized the electrode on top of a pro-
ton exchange membrane. The leakage through the graphene
sealing led to a background pressure of about 0.1 mbar so
that the studies required differential pumping of the electron
analyzer [46].

So far, all state-of-the-art environmental cell-based ambi-
ent pressure XPS experiments have used differentially pumped
electron analyzers at synchrotron light facilities with elec-
tron transparent graphene membranes that locally cover only
µm-sized distances as freestanding graphene. Meanwhile,
the synthesis of freestanding graphene over much larger
areas has been reported in the literature [47–49], indicat-
ing that nominally much larger, leak-tight electron windows
might become possible. Thus, one can imagine achieving
the ultimate goal of turning ambient pressure XPS into a

laboratory-based technique. The feasibility of this ultimate
goal is the topic of our review.

After a short paragraph reporting on the experimental
details in section 2, we discuss the nominal mechanical sta-
bility limit of monolayer graphene membranes in section 3.
Graphene is an extremely mechanically stable material but
reaches its properties only if it is of high crystalline quality.
We have been working on this topic for more than 9 years, try-
ing to push the crystalline quality so that it fulfills the require-
ments of the technique. During this time, one of the most
promising synthesis routes toward a highly crystalline mater-
ial has been the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth
of graphene on Cu. We also follow this synthesis route in
our group and review our work in section 4 of the manu-
script. In section 5, we outline the experimental techniques
on how to transform supported into freestanding graphene,
which can be regarded as the next step in the assembly of
graphene-based membranes. Here, remarkable results have
been reported in the literature [48–54]. With the ability to
produce large, freestanding graphene membranes, we can fol-
low their mechanical properties and also turn them into sur-
faces well ordered on the atomic scale. In section 6, we out-
line novel experiments by acquiring real and reciprocal space
information for freestanding graphene using scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM), Raman spectroscopy and low-energy
electron microscopy (LEEM). Finally, we address the elec-
tron transparency and the achievable leak tightness of the
assembled window material, which is the topic of sections
7 and 8, showing that we are able to seal >99.9998% of
100 µm diameter holes by a suspended graphene membrane.
Our results indicate that the laboratory-based environmental
cell approach toward ambient pressure XPS should become
possible.

2. Methods

The experimental data shown here were acquired with a vari-
ety of laboratory techniques. Optical microscopy images were
recorded using an Olympus BH-2 microscope. Raman spec-
tra were measured using a Horiba-Jobin-Yvon HR800 UV
spectrometer coupled to a HeNe laser (λ = 632.8 nm). SEM
was performed using a Hitachi S-3200 N instrument using a
beam energy of 5 keV or 10 keV at an emission current of
70 mA by acquiring the secondary electron emission yield
with the help of an Everhart–Thornley detector. Scanning
Auger microscopy (SAM) was performed using a Staib Auger
electron spectrometer equipped with an EK-5-IK electron gun
inside a DESA 100 CMA analyzer (primary energy: 5 kV).
Finally, x-ray photoelectron spectra were acquired using a
VSW instrument including a non-monochromatic x-ray anode
(TA10, VSW) and a hemispherical analyzer (HA100, VSW)
with a channeltron multiplier as the electron detector. Sample
cleaning and surface layer removal from Cu was performed
by Ar+ ion sputtering at 2 kV using 5.0 quality Ar gas.
The LEEM experiments were performed at the Nanospectro-
scopy beamline of the Elettra synchrotron facility using the
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Table 1. Pre-treatment of the Cu foil in the loaded reactor prior to performing the actual CVD process.

Pre-treatment Synthesis protocol prior to CVD synthesis

A Temperature increase of the Cu-loaded reactor in: p(H2) = 0.5 mbar up to 950 ◦C (1223 K) within 40 min,
increase to p(H2) = 50 mbar for 90 min

B Temperature increase of the Cu-loaded reactor in: p(H2) = 0.5 mbar up to 950 ◦C (1223 K) within 40 min,
exchange reactor atmosphere to: p(Ar) = 1 mbar + p(O2) = 7.5 × 10−6 mbar at 950 ◦C for 60 min

C Temperature increase of the Cu-loaded reactor in: p(H2) = 0.5 mbar up to 950 ◦C (1223 K) within 40 min,
exchange reactor atmosphere to: p(Ar) = 1 mbar + p(O2) = 7.5 × 10−6 mbar at 950 ◦C for 30 min, exchange
reactor atmosphere to: p(H2) = 100 mbar at 1050 ◦C for few min

Figure 1. (a) Ultimate goal of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurement characterizing a sample at environmental conditions
through a graphene membrane-sealed cell. The released photoelectrons can penetrate the ultrathin graphene membrane and turn standard
ultrahigh vacuum XPS equipment into an environmental XPS system. The envisioned environmental cell uses a large electron window
requiring a support structure underneath the suspended graphene. (b) Mechanical deformation of a sealing graphene membrane as a
consequence of pressure difference ∆p between the inside and outside of the environmental cell. The high mechanical stability of graphene
allows substantial pressure differences ∆p, which decrease for larger hole diameters (see text).

spectroscopic photoemission and low-energy electron micro-
scope (SPELEEM), which is described elsewhere [55, 56]. All
graphene samples were grown on Cu foils by CVD using a
CH4 + H2 atmosphere inside a quartz glass tube that served
as a hot wall reactor. The experimental details of the setup can
be found elsewhere [57, 58]. Over the reviewed time period,
the applied CVD protocols for graphene synthesis were varied,
as outlined in section 4 of the manuscript. Three types of
protocols were applied, consisting of three different Cu foil
pre-treatment steps A, B and C, followed by the actual CVD
graphene growth process. The pre-treatment essentially spe-
cifies the chosen atmosphere to which the Cu foils are exposed
during heating up of the reactor until the desired CVD growth
temperature is reached. The chosen parameters of the pre-
treatment are listed in table 1. Adding the actual CVD growth
to the chosen pre-treatment step leads to the synthesis pro-
tocol, which is abbreviated in this manuscript as A + CVD,
B + CVD and C + CVD, accordingly. Note that the key
ingredient of the improved synthesis protocols B + CVD and
C + CVD is to expose the Cu foils to an Ar flow at 1 mbar, to
which O2 with a well-defined partial pressure of 7.5 × 10−6

mbar is added before the CVD process atmosphere is applied.

The techniques used for the transformation of CVD-
grown into freestanding graphene are discussed in a sep-
arate section of section 5. Here, three different transfer
techniques were used. They are abbreviated as T-A, T-B
and T-C in this manuscript. A detailed description of the
chosen pre-treatment followed by the applied CVD para-
meters for the growth of all samples shown in this pub-
lication are provided as supplementary material (available
online at stacks.iop.org/JPD/54/234001/mmedia), also includ-
ing details regarding the applied transfer protocol.

3. Ultimate goal of environmental PES and
mechanical stability limit of sealing graphene
membranes

Figure 1(a) sketches the ultimate goal of the environmental cell
approach toward photoelectron spectroscopic studies aiming
at characterizing vacuum-incompatible samples, such as cata-
lysts surrounded by a high-pressure or liquid environment. An
electron transparent window has to be developed that seals an
environmental cell which can be introduced into any stand-
ard ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber. Thus, an UHV system
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hosting standard electron analyzer equipment for surface ana-
lysis could be turned into an ambient pressure or, more gen-
erally, an environmental spectroscopic system. For this pur-
pose, a large electron transparent window is required to guar-
antee a sufficiently high signal when using non-focusing irra-
diation sources. We target the goal of constructing an elec-
tron window with a diameter of 2 mm because monochro-
matic x-ray sources provide light spots of similar size (e.g.
Scienta Omicron XM1000 [59], SPECS Focus 500/600 [60],
VG-Scienta MX 650 [61]), although non-synchrotron-based
systems are on the market that reach a lateral resolution well
below 1 mm [62]. When considering the mechanical stability
of graphene, it is clear that electron windows of 2mm diameter
require a support structure that stabilizes the sealing graphene
membrane.

The requirements regarding mechanical stability are best
understoodwhen calculating themechanical stress on a bulged
membrane on top of a pressurized cavity sealing its circular
opening of diameter 2a as sketched in figure 1(b). The pres-
sure difference∆p stretches the membrane toward the vacuum
side of the cavity with the membrane sticking out by a distance
δ. The problem of determining the acting stress dependent on
the pressure difference has been solved by Briscoe and Pan-
esar by assuming that a membrane of thickness t follows the
shape of a spherical capwith radiusR as sketched in figure 1(b)
[63]. Although it has been noted that there are shortcomings
of this model [64], it delivers all essential numbers required
for the discussion. The membrane stress σ in the center of the
spherical cap amounts to

σ =
∆pR
2t

(1)

with the cap radius R:

R=

[
a2Et

3∆p(1− v)

]1/3

. (2)

Here, E is the elastic modulus and v expresses the Pois-
son number of the strained membrane material. We can relate
the spherical cap radius R to the vertical deflection δ in a
second-order Taylor expansion as δ = a2/2R (see supplement-
ary material). The insertion in equation (2) relates the over-
pressure ∆p inside the environmental cell to the vertical dis-
placement of the bulged membrane as

∆p=
8

3(1− v)
Etδ3

a4
. (3)

Equation (3) provides the scaling of the pressure difference
with the cell window radius and the vertical displacement of
the membrane at a given elastic modulus, thickness t and Pois-
son number v of the strained membrane. Note that the same
scaling relation was extracted by Koenig et al in their study
based on Hencky’s solution of circular membranes [65]. The
authors verified the scaling by measuring the vertical deflec-
tion of a sealing membrane as a function of the pressure dif-
ference of a pressurized cavity with circular opening and even
reported an almost identical pre-factor. While equation (3)

delivers a pre-factor of 3.17 for a Poisson number of v= 0.16,
Koenig et al derived 3.09 from Hencky’s solution [65].

Combining equations (1) and (2) or (1) and (3) relates the
overpressure∆p or the vertical deflection δ of the pressurized
cavity to the stress σ in the membrane, allowing us to calculate
the mechanical stability limit of the membrane assembly:

∆p=
t
a

√
24σ3 1− v

E
(4)

or

δ = a

√
3
2
(1− v)

σ

E
. (5)

Note that equation (4) delivers almost identical values to
the formula used by Wang et al for their stability analysis of
inward deflection of graphene membranes when sealing cir-
cular cavities that are exposed to negative pressure [53]. As
seen in equation (5), the maximum deflection of the graphene
membrane before rupture can be calculated by inserting the
Poisson number v and the σ/E ratio of graphene at maximum
possible expansion. Due to the extreme mechanical stabil-
ity of graphene with σlimit > 100GPa and E of about 1 TPa,
the ratio amounts to 0.1 [5, 66]. Using a Poisson number of
about v= 0.16 for strained graphene [66], equation (5) deliv-
ers a maximum deflection δmax = 0.35a before rupture. In the
already mentioned study of Koenig et al, exfoliated graphene
was used as the sealing membrane on top of a circular cav-
ity hole with a= 2 µm radius. A vertical displacement δ of
about 200 nm was measured when pressurizing the cavity by
about 4 bar, which matches the predictions of equation (3)
reasonably well when inserting E= 1TPa and choosing the
graphite layer distance t= 3.35× 10−10m [67] as the mem-
brane thickness of monolayer graphene. Koenig et al showed
in their study that this situation relates to a cavity pressure
well below that required for delamination of the graphene
sealing and to the case where the vertical displacement of
the membrane over the cavity hole can be fitted according
to Hencky’s solution [65]. Thus, we can consider the ver-
tical displacement of δ = 0.1a as a safe operation condition
of a defect-free graphene membrane that seals a pressurized
environmental cell. Assuming a spherical cap geometry of
the membrane, we can calculate the uniaxial expansion of the
membrane as arcsin(2δ/a)/(2δ/a). Inserting the safe opera-
tion conditions of δ = 0.1a delivers a moderate uniaxial strain
of 0.7% whereas the maximum deflection before rupture at
δmax = 0.35a relates to an enormous nominal strain of 11%.

We can now predict the safe working pressure of graphene-
sealed electron windows of a given size. Inserting the safe
deflection condition of δ = 0.1a in equation (3) shows that
a cavity with a hole diameter of 1 µm can be pressurized
by about 20 bar without membrane rupture. Consequently,
a 10 µm-sized hole should withstand 2 bar, a 100 µm hole
200 mbar, and a 1-mm-sized hole could be safely operated at
a cell pressure of 20 mbar. Note that the δ3 scaling in equation
(3) allows us to nominally increase the pressure by a factor
of 3.53 when using δmax = 0.35a instead of δ = 0.1a, which
amounts to a factor of about 43. Due to the reduced elastic
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Figure 2. (a) With one year of experience after starting the growth of graphene on Cu by CVD in 2011, we managed to grow
polycrystalline monolayer graphene films with single-crystalline grains of a few µm in diameter resulting from the mean size of the growing
graphene flakes which appear dark in the SEM image (primary energy 10 keV). It was realized that the Cu foil tends to facet during CVD
growth, which accounts for the observed striped appearance of the grown flakes. (b) Using highly (100) textured support Cu foils, we
identified a staircase morphology underneath the monolayer graphene film, in particular consisting of an alternating sequence of (410) and
(100) planes [57]. (c) An improved pre-treatment of the used Cu foils allowed us to increase the graphene flake size [58]. The optical image
shows a single-crystalline monolayer graphene flake of 200 µm diameter. Used growth protocols: (a) A + CVD, (c) B + CVD; for details
see supplementary material.

modulus E of graphene at extreme expansion [66], the max-
imum possible pressure before membrane rupture would be
rather half of this value, i.e. a pressure about 20 times lar-
ger before membrane burst might be possible. In any case,
even when daring to enter the region with highly deformed
membranes, the estimated numbers clearly indicate that elec-
tron windows of environmental cells with diameters in the mm
range will need a support structure when aiming at operating
the cells at ambient pressure.

4. Growth of graphene on Cu by CVD

After the self-limiting growth of monolayer graphene by CH4

decomposition on Cu was reported [68], this CVD protocol
turned out to be one of the most promising routes toward this
highly wanted material. Following this synthesis strategy, we
have produced graphene on Cu foils since 2011 in an attempt
to improve the crystalline quality of the material and convert
it into freestanding graphene membranes. The polycrystalline
nature of CVD-grown graphene films was rapidly identified
and it soon became clear that rotational grain boundaries in
the resulting membranes are areas where graphene films tend
to rupture long before exceeding their nominal mechanical sta-
bility limit [69, 70].

4.1. Growth of polycrystalline graphene and staircase
morphology of Cu support foils

Following synthesis recipes reported by Li et al at that time
[68, 71] led to the growth of µm-sized single-crystal graphene
flakes on Cu. When applying such growth conditions, it was

found that graphene growth on Cu foils is very often accom-
panied by a faceting of the Cu support [72, 73], which was
also observed by us [57]. Figure 2(a) displays a SEM image
of µm-sized graphene islands (so-called flakes) grown on top
of a Cu foil following the A+ CVD growth protocol (see sup-
plementary material). The graphene flakes are imaged in SEM
with a striped appearance. We managed to assign the stripes
to alternating inclined surfaces on the Cu support foil. As a
special case we could determine the inclination angle of the
alternating surface planes to be 14◦ and identify an alternating
sequence of Cu(410) followed by Cu(100) planes on the Cu
foil. The sequences of the two Cu planes inclined by 14◦ were
shown to follow a staircase morphology that proceeded on a
mesoscopic µm-length scale as sketched in figure 2(b). We
also showed that the orientation of the staircase morphology
was not correlated to the crystalline alignment of the rotational
domains in the grown polycrystalline graphene film [57]. The
observed Cu foil restructuring was found to generally occur
after graphene synthesis, although typically, foil morpholo-
gies with more complicated faceted Cu surfaces appear and
the faceting depends on the crystal grain of the polycrystalline
Cu foil.

4.2. Improving the crystalline quality of CVD-grown graphene

Besides investigating the foil restructuring of the Cu foil sup-
port during CVD growth, much work was invested to improve
the crystalline quality of the grown polycrystalline graphene
films. Here, two strategies can be followed: either one tries to
nucleate at best only one graphene flake on the Cu foil, which
then naturally grows as single-crystalline graphene, or one
tries to induce the nucleation and growth of many graphene
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flakes with aligned graphene lattices and hope that they merge
without producing defects in a so-called seamless stitching
mode [74, 75]. While both growth strategies are followed in
the literature, we focus on the first one, trying to nucleate the
least amount of graphene flakes and grow them to the max-
imum possible size.

It was found that special pre-treatments of the Cu foils
before graphene CVD growth greatly reduce the nucleation
density of graphene islands during CVD synthesis and thus
enable the growth of large, single-crystalline graphene flakes
[76–78]. In particular, treatments in oxygen-containing atmo-
spheres turned out to guarantee low graphene flake nucleation.
Successful protocols include applying an oxidative Cu foil pre-
treatment [79] or oxygen exposure during the annealing step of
the Cu foil and/or during CVD growth [78, 80, 81]. The latter
is often achieved by adding argon to the reactive gas mixture,
making use of the oxygen impurity, which amounts to a few
ppm in 5.0 argon. In addition, the consumption of oxygen from
the Cu foil bulk was used [79] or, as observed later, an oxygen
flow from an oxygen-releasing solid placed below the Cu foil
[82] can be used to guarantee a low nucleation rate of graphene
flakes during CVD growth.

We were able to establish an oxidative pre-treatment exper-
iment where the amount of impinging oxygen molecules was
precisely controlled so that the impingement events could
be counted atom by atom. Being able to determine the car-
bon content of the Cu foil by a segregation-type experi-
ment, we could show that during the oxidative Cu foil pre-
treatment the amount of volume dissolved and segregating
carbon in the Cu foil is reduced, which goes hand in hand
with the reduced graphene nucleation during CVD growth
[58]. Once it was known that the carbon content in the foil
greatly exceeds the amount expected in thermodynamic equi-
librium, we interpreted that, during the Cu foil-milling manu-
facturing process, carbon-containing material is mechanically
pressed into the foil, an interpretation which was later verified
by Braueninger et al in a secondary ion mass spectroscopy
study [83] and which was also noted recently by Luo et al
[84].

Figure 2(c) shows the outcome of the upgraded CVD pro-
cess, making use of an oxidative pre-treatment of the Cu foil
before adjusting the actual CVD graphene growth (B + CVD
growth protocol; see supplementarymaterial) [58]. Figure 2(c)
displays an optical image of a grown graphene flake with
a 200 µm diameter. The contrast in the optical image was
achieved by heating the g/Cu sample on a hot plate in air in
order to locally oxidize the bare Cu foil as reported in the liter-
ature [76]. Since graphene protects the Cu foil from oxidation,
only the uncovered areas change to the red color of copper(I)
oxidewhile the Cu foil underneath the graphene flakes remains
unchanged.

The CVD growth of graphene on Cu may be even fur-
ther optimized by turning the Cu foil into a quasi-single-
crystalline substrate by prolonged annealing in Ar/H2 [75].
Reckinger et al also reported an appropriate pre-treatment
consisting of an annealing ramp in an oxygen-containing
gas atmosphere followed by a sudden reduction step, which
not only suppresses the graphene flake nucleation during the

subsequent CVD growth process but also leads to the conver-
sion of Cu foil into an almost entirely (111)-textured substrate
foil [85]. The recipe is meanwhile improved and a special
contact-free annealing of Cu foils provides quasi-single crys-
talline Cu(111), which can then be used as a support for CVD
growth of graphene [86].We also apply a variant of this Cu foil
pre-treatment, which increases the amount and size of (111)-
oriented grains in the Cu foil and enables us to grow mm-
sized single-crystalline graphene flakes on an almost entirely
(111)-textured Cu foil (C+ CVD protocol; see supplementary
material).

4.3. Quasi-single-crystalline graphene on extended Cu(111)
grains: quantum oscillations, graphene lattice alignment and
staircase support morphology

Figure 3 shows LEEM data obtained after applying the
B+ CVD growth protocol in our reactor setup. After insertion
of the Cu foil in the reactor, the sample was annealed in hydro-
gen followed by exposure to a highly diluted oxygen flow in
Ar of about 1÷ 10−5. After the mild oxidative pre-treatment
of the Cu foil, the actual CVD graphene growth was performed
at 1050 ◦C, which led to the formation of monolayer graphene
almost entirely covering the Cu foil, which was not completely
(111)-textured (as expected following the C-CVD protocol)
but already contained extended grains, with the majority being
(111)-oriented. Bright-field LEEM images recorded from this
surface are shown in figures 3(a) and (b). The image contrast
results from the electron reflectivity of the (0,0) beam at the
given start voltage energy, which amounted to 2.5 eV and
7.5 eV for the images shown in figures 3(a) and (b), respect-
ively. Note that the start voltage energy is equal to the kin-
etic electron energy offset by the mirror electron microscopy
(MEM) transition energy, which amounted to 0.6 eV in the dis-
played data set. Both images show a bilayer graphene island
with a diameter of about 20 µm inside the continuous mono-
layer graphene film on top of the Cu foil. Bilayer graphene
islands cover a surface fraction of less than 10% when apply-
ing the above-mentioned CVD growth conditions and, thus,
represent a minority species in the graphene film. The bilayer
graphene island appears with reversed contrast in the two dif-
ferent LEEM images of figures 3(a) and (b). We can record
a whole data set of LEEM images as a function of increasing
kinetic electron energy and extract the reflected intensity of the
imaged areas covered bymono- and bilayer graphene. The res-
ult of this so-called LEEM I/V analysis is plotted in figure 3(c).
The arrows in the plot indicate the energies at which the images
in figures 3(a) and (b) were acquired, explaining the observed
contrast reversal in the image. As clearly seen in the chart,
the (0,0) electron beam reflected from monolayer graphene
on Cu shows an I/V curve which is almost featureless, while
the one taken from the bilayer graphene island has a pro-
nounced dip at 2.5 eV followed by an intensive reflectivity
increase at about 10 eV. The intensity oscillations at low elec-
tron energies have been attributed to quantum oscillations of
the electron wave function inside the layered graphene mater-
ial with nminima relating to (n+ 1) graphene layers. Thus, we
can safely attribute the observed hexagonal island to bilayer
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Figure 3. Cu foil pre-treatment and CVD growth following the B + CVD protocol led to the formation of monolayer graphene with large
single-crystalline domains on a highly (111) textured Cu. (a) A bilayer graphene island surrounded by the continuous monolayer film
imaged by LEEM at 2.5 eV. (b) The same area imaged at 7.5 eV. (c) Variation of the reflected (0,0) beam intensity as a function of the start
voltage energy derived by evaluating the pixel intensity of the monolayer and bilayer phase from LEEM images that were acquired at the
respective start voltage energy (LEEM I/V image analysis). Arrows indicate the energy at which images (a) and (b) were acquired and
explain the observed contrast. (d) Diffraction pattern acquired from monolayer g/Cu at 60 eV. Moiré diffraction spots in addition to the
identified (0,0)Cu(111), (1,0)Cu(111) and (1,0)g peaks indicate a slightly rotated graphene lattice on a Cu(111) surface (see text). In addition,
diffraction spots appear that relate to electron reflection from an inclined Cu facet. The indicated (0,0)facet spot relates to a reciprocal
scattering vector that contains a kII component causing the spot movement along the dotted line with increasing electron energy. (e)
Intensity cuts along this direction displayed as waterfall plot with the electron energy as vertical axis, the k∥ vector component as horizontal
axis and the spot intensity using false color coding (see text). (f) Converting the beam energy into the respective k⊥ value leads to the linear
plot through the coordinate origin (see dotted lines) from which an inclination angle of 34◦ of the facet with respect to the Cu(111) plane
can be extracted. The two surface planes account for the striped appearance of the LEEM images of (a) and (b). The k-values shown in (e)
and (f) follow the reciprocal space notation including the factor of 2π.

graphene and the surrounding area to monolayer graphene on
top of the Cu foil substrate [87]. Apart from the contrast of
the bilayer graphene island, the LEEM images of figures 3(a)
and (b) show a sequence of regular stripes proceeding from
the lower left to the top of each image. Further below, we will
discuss how these stripes relate to differently aligned Cu sur-
face planes, similar to the case already shown in figure 2. The
irregular line above the bilayer graphene island is a so-called
wrinkle where the graphene film is folded. Accordingly, the
folding of the monolayer graphene along the wrinkle leads to
the same contrast as the bilayer graphene island.

The low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern was
recorded from an area selected spot of the Cu foil covered
by monolayer graphene using the so-called µ-LEED oper-
ation mode of the SPELEEM instrument [56]. An image
recorded at a kinetic electron energy of 60 eV is shown
in figure 3(d). The diffraction pattern displays pronounced
moiré spots surrounding the (0,0) and first-order beams. The
hexagonal moiré pattern clearly identifies the local Cu support

as a single-crystal grain with its Cu(111) surface plane aligned
perpendicularly to the optical axis of the microscope. The
Cu(111) surface is covered by a slightly rotated graphene lat-
tice as indicated by the identified (1,0)g and (1,0)Cu(111) dif-
fraction spots of the diffraction pattern shown in figure 3(d)
[88].

4.4. Extracting the angle between inclined surface planes of
the staircase

The LEED pattern not only shows the diffraction spots of the
g/Cu(111) surface plane but also displays additional diffrac-
tion spots and especially the identified (0,0) beam, which ori-
ginates from the specular electron reflection from an inclined
surface facet. This spot is indicated as the (0,0)facet in the
graph, accordingly. Diffraction spots caused by the reflection
from an inclined surface plane are easily identified in a LEEM
apparatus when recording the diffraction pattern at varying
kinetic electron energy. According to the imaging properties
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of a LEEM instrument, diffraction spots of an aligned sur-
face plane remain at a fixed kII-space position of the recorded
diffraction pattern when varying the kinetic electron energy,
while spots originating from an inclined surface move along
a certain direction within the kII plane. Recording the move-
ment as a function of the electron kinetic energy can be used
to determine the inclination angle [89]. The dotted line in
figure 3(d) indicates the direction along which the (0,0)facet
spot moves with increasing energy. Careful inspection shows
that the dotted line intersects the (1,0)Cu(111) diffraction spot.
This finding identifies that the inclination of the facet origin-
ates from a plane which is rotated with the densely packed
<11̄0> direction of the Cu(111) lattice as the rotational axis.
As a result, the facet must be an {m n n} or an {m m n} sur-
face plane depending on whether the inclination of the facet
proceeds toward the {011} or toward the {001} crystal plane.

The inclination angle can be determined when following
the kII-space position of the (0,0)facet spot along the dotted
line as a function of kinetic energy, similar to the analysis
performed in our study relating to the data shown in figure 2
[57]. The analysis of the inclination angleφwith respect to the
optical axis of the microscope can be performed for the (0,0)
diffraction spot by using the k-space relation for the (0,0) spot
under specular reflection as

tan(2φ) =
k∥
k⊥

. (6)

In order to derive the inclination angle φ, the spot profiles
are extracted as the intensity versus kII-position curve along
the dotted line of the diffraction pattern acquired at the elec-
tron energy E and each curve is plotted in a 2D chart with E
as the vertical and kII as the horizontal axis while color cod-
ing the spot profile intensity with high (low) intensity appear-
ing bright yellow (dark red). The resulting so-called waterfall
plot is shown in figure 3(e) and displays the (0,0)Cu(111) and
the (1,0)Cu(111) peak position at a fixed kII position while the
(0,0)facet diffraction spot moves as a function of kinetic energy
along the kII direction. Converting the kinetic energy to the
corresponding value of k⊥ allows us to plot the (0,0)facet spot
position in the k⊥ vs k∥ chart displayed in figure 3(f). In this
plot, the (0,0) spot has to move along a straight line through
the coordinate origin with a slope of 1/ tan(2φ) with φ as
the angle of the inclined surface plane. The analysis verifies
the existence of a plane highly inclined by 34◦. This number
almost matches the inclination angle of 35.3◦, which would
indicate either a (110) or a (411) surface plane.

The performed analysis proves that, although the improved
CVD growth protocol induced the formation of an extended
Cu(111) grain that is entirely covered by single-crystalline
monolayer graphene, the restructuring of the Cu support sur-
face is still observed. Comparison of figures 2 and 3 shows that
in both cases a staircase-type morphology of the Cu foil exists,
consisting of a regular sequence of two Cu planes that are
inclined with respect to each other. The covering monolayer
graphene film follows the staircase morphology, regardless of
whether the graphene is poly- (figure 2) or single-crystalline
(figure 3). The morphology of CVD-grown graphene on Cu

proceeds on the µm-length scale as seen from the real-space
LEEM data, which has an enormous effect on the properties
of freestanding graphene obtained after detaching the grown
film from the Cu support.

5. Transfer protocols

Two different approaches were used to separate the CVD-
grown graphene layer from its support surface. While the
mechanical separation following the so-called ‘bubbling trans-
fer method’ [90, 91] conserves both the substrate and the 2D
layer (as seen in path [a] in figure 4), the etching separa-
tion approach is based on dissolution of the substrate layer,
leaving the single 2D layer behind (shown in path [b] in
figure 4).

When mechanically separating the graphene from the sub-
strate, significant stress acts on the graphene film, which is
typically stabilized by a protection layer. This is commonly
a polymer layer, such as poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA)
or polycarbonate (PC), which is spin-coated on the sample to
achieve a continuous layer of a few 100 nm thickness [92]
(step II in figure 4). The bubbling transfer method uses the
electrolytic water splitting in an electrolyte solution to create
hydrogen gas at the copper surface, which smoothly lifts off
the graphene/protection layer stack from the substrate (step III
[a] in figure 4). This technique preserves the substrate mater-
ial, which allows precious substrate materials such as Pt to be
used, on which graphene can also be grown [91]. The elec-
trolyte solution itself, commonly a sodium hydroxide solution
(NaOH (aq.)), can simply be exchanged by water to remove
NaOH residues (step VI in figure 4), followed by the fishing
of the graphene/protection layer stack with the desired sub-
strate. For our purpose, a holey grid or a single-hole aperture
is used as the target support (step V in figure 4). The protec-
tion layer can be removed after the transfer process by dissol-
ution in cold or hot acetone (step VI in figure 4) followed by
a sample drying procedure (step VII in figure 4). The last two
preparation steps toward freestanding graphene impose addi-
tional stress on the membrane when removing the protective
layer and also affect the cleanliness of the resulting membrane
surface. Therefore, alternative recipes are reported in the lit-
erature that try to avoid or at least reduce these shortcom-
ings. For example, instead of PMMA, anthracene was used as
the protective layer, which can be easily sublimated from the
membrane after the transfer process without immersion into
a solvent, avoiding the variation of the surface tension when
drying the exposed membranes after removal from the solvent
[93]. Other approaches slowly exchange the used solvent by
liquids with extremely low surface tension or dry the sample
by passing over the critical point of the solvent, avoiding a
sudden phase change [49, 94]. In addition, a preparation step
including the pressure or heat-induced softening of the pro-
tection layer was introduced in the transfer protocol between
steps (V) and (VI) in order to facilitate graphene adhesion with
a maximized support contact area, avoiding the delamination
of the transferred membrane during protective layer removal
[95–97].
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Figure 4. Simplified protocols to detach the CVD-grown graphene from the Cu substrate and transfer it onto a new target support: after
CVD growth on Cu (I) a PMMA protection layer is spin-coated on top of the grown graphene film for mechanical protection (II). The
release from the Cu foil is either done by electrochemical separation, using the so-called bubbling transfer process (III[a]) or by chemically
dissolving the Cu foil (III[b]). The decoupled graphene/polymer stack floats on the solution, which is subsequently exchanged with purified
water (IV). A new target support is used to fish the stack (V). Finally, the protection layer is washed off in acetone (VI) and the remaining
graphene on the support structure is dried in air (VII). Several modifications of the transfer scheme have been reported in the literature and
were also applied by us (see text).

When using the etching separation approach, the forces
acting on the graphene layer during the dissolution of the
metal substrate are much weaker than in the equivalent bub-
bling transfer step (step III [b] in figure 4). This allows for
the use of thinner polymer layers or even deposited nm-thick
metal films instead of spin-coated polymers as the protective
layer [94], which allows for a better adhesion of the trans-
ferred stack on the target substrate. It is even possible to
remove the Cu substrate below the unprotected CVD-grown
graphene. This is achieved by applying a stabilizing frame
around the target graphene area [44, 98] or by contacting
the destination target on top of the CVD-grown g/Cu sample
before the start of the etching procedure [99]. We also man-
aged to electrically contact the g/Cu foil with a thin cable
while floating on a NaOH(aq.) electrolyte solution and then
locally electrochemically etch holes underneath the unprotec-
ted graphene in the lithographically pre-structured backside of
the Cu support (see [57] and also figure 5(a)). As an alternat-
ive to electrochemical etching, chemical dissolution of the Cu
support foils is also possible and has been reported using an
aqueous iron(lll) nitrate (Fe(NO3)3 (aq.)) [100], iron(lll) chlor-
ide (FeCl3 (aq.)) [101] or ammonium persulfate ((NH4)2S2O8

(aq.)) [97]. Due to the greater flexibility in choosing the pro-
tection material (or none at all), the success rate of etching-
based transfer methods is commonly higher than that of bub-
bling transfer approaches, and it is possible to span larger
holes. A significant drawback is nevertheless that by dis-
solving the complete substrate structure, impurities originat-
ing from incomplete etching of the metal substrate foil and

from the etching solution itself may be found on the graphene
membrane [48].

After successful production of freestanding graphenemem-
branes, these are still contaminated by residues of the protec-
tion layer and impurities from the encapsulated solvent and—
if applied—from the etching of the substrate. These contamin-
ants can be reduced by heating the sample in air in the presence
of activated carbon to adsorb any released organic residues
[102] or heating the sample after the deposition of platinum
nanoparticles acting as a catalyst for the reaction of impurit-
ies with oxygen from the air [93]. Creating samples compat-
ible with ultrahigh vacuum conditions additionally requires an
annealing step in the vacuum to desorb any contaminants from
the sample with a significant vapor pressure [49].

We applied essentially three different transfer protocols
when producing the freestanding graphene membranes shown
in this publication: bubbling transfer of PMMA-protected
graphene, dissolution of Cu in (Fe(NO3)3 (aq.)) underneath
the PMMA-protected graphene, and the same Cu dissolution
transfer protocol but without a PMMA protective film or with
the help of a stabilizing PMMA frame surrounding the unpro-
tected graphene area to be transferred. The latter transfer is
similar to the protocol described byWeatherup [98]. Following
this recipe, a PMMA frame was applied around the graphene-
covered area instead of covering the entire graphene with a
continuous polymer film. The supporting PMMA frame is
stabilizing enough to prevent rupture of the film and allows
for perfect adaptation to the fishing target. After transfer, the
outer, stabilizing PMMA frame can be removedmanually with
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Figure 5. Membrane morphology for freestanding graphene. (a) SEM image of a Cu foil covered by monolayer graphene with a hole
locally etched into the Cu support (primary energy 5 keV). The inset clearly shows the hole. Contrast enhancement of the respective areas in
the SEM image verifies that the hole is covered by graphene, which still reflects the morphology of the former Cu foil. (b) LEEM image
(acquired at 0.7 eV) confirms that the Cu foil morphology is imprinted in the graphene film even if the graphene is completely removed from
the Cu support and placed onto a grid with 20 µm-sized holes. (c) The sketch indicates the staircase morphology of the support covered by
the CVD-grown graphene layer. The imprinted morphology of the graphene film remains even when removing the solid Cu support.
(Growth protocol: (a) A + CVD, (b) B + CVD. Transfer protocol: (a) local etching without PMMA, (b) T-A, see supplementary material).

tweezers and does not require PMMA dissolution in acetone.
Nevertheless, rinsing in acetone was typically subsequently
added in order to remove the remaining soluble organic impur-
ities. In the following, the transfer protocols are abbreviated
as T-A = transfer using an entire PMMA layer, T-B = trans-
fer with a PMMA frame, and T-C= bubbling transfer; further
details regarding the applied transfer protocols are provided as
supplementary material.

6. Membrane morphology and crystal structure of
freestanding graphene

Having shown in the previous sections that single-crystalline
graphene can be grown by CVD, which can then be detached
from the Cu support, we turn our focus to the properties of
the resulting membrane material. In section 4.3 it was already
shown that CVD-grown graphene is well defined on the atomic
scale with the known hexagonal honeycomb lattice of mono-
layer graphene. Apart from this, CVD-grown graphene fol-
lows the staircase morphology of the Cu foil support, which
restructures on the micro-meter length scale during CVD
synthesis.

6.1. Preserved staircase morphology of freestanding-CVD
grown graphene

We will now discuss what happens if the supported graphene
is converted into a freestanding graphene membrane. This
effect is best observed in figure 5(a), which displays a SEM
image with the contrast reflecting the secondary electron emis-
sion from monolayer graphene on a Cu foil. The film was

grown according to the A + CVD preparation protocol until
a continuous graphene film was formed on the Cu foil, which
was polycrystalline and mainly monolayer thick. After CVD
growth, the sample was placed in a special electrochemical
etching setup that allowed the Cu support underneath the
grown graphene to be locally removed [57]. The inset dis-
plays the SEM image of an area where a hole with a diameter
of about 10 µm was locally etched underneath the graphene
film. By using a linear gray scale, the hole appears black while
the surrounding graphene-covered Cu appears bright. When
instead applying a special contrast enhancement that provides
contrast on the surrounding Cu and on the hole at the same
time, the SEM image appears as the displayed large image
of figure 5(a). The contrast enhancement on the graphene-
covered Cu foil surrounding the etched hole shows several fea-
tures that have to be discussed. A few small dark islands are
randomly distributed on the Cu surface, which we identified
as being bi- or multilayer bilayer graphene islands that cover
an area of <5% of the monolayer graphene film. The imaged
area of the Cu foil is completely covered by the grown mono-
layer graphene film which is confirmed by SEM at bound-
aries to the uncovered Cu, which are rarely observed on the
sample. Thin lines propagating within the imaged area can be
identified as graphene wrinkles that were already discussed
in figure 3(a). Finally, the appearance of stripes is clearly
observed on the Cu foil. These regularly aligned stripes can
be identified as sequences of differently faceted surfaces. The
Cu crystal grains affect the alignment of the stripes, which
allows us to identify two different Cu grains in the imaged
area on which differently aligned facet sequences appear: one
Cu grain where the boundary between subsequently inclined
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surface planes propagates vertically, whereas the respective
stripes propagate as diagonals within the other grain of the Cu
foil. Having already identified the imaged stripes as the stair-
case morphology of the graphene-covered Cu foil that devel-
ops during CVD growth, we can now turn our attention to
the contrast visible inside the etched hole, which shows two
remarkable facts: the presence of any contrast at all indicates
that the covering graphene film survived the local substrate
etching. Surprisingly, the contrast variation visible on the sur-
rounding Cu foil continues inside the hole area without dis-
ruption. This means that the morphology of the former Cu foil
support is still imprinted in the freestanding graphene mem-
brane covering the etched hole. This surprising effect is even
found when completely detaching the graphene film from the
Cu foil and transferring it onto a new support by applying the
transfer strategies outlined in section 5.

Figure 5(b) shows a LEEM image of a transferred graphene
membrane that has been placed on a support grid with rect-
angular holes of 20 µm side length. The membrane material
was grown by CVD applying the improved protocol B+CVD
so that it was capable of covering larger frames. The mem-
brane is imaged with the transferred membrane on top of the
grid support. The rectangular frame of the grid is slightly vis-
ible where the membrane adheres on the bars of the grid and
shows a field of 2 × 2 holes. The LEEM image was acquired
at a start voltage energy of 0.7 eV, which amounted to the
so-called MEM transition. In this imaging mode, the contrast
emerges from the electron reflection due to the electric field in
front of the sample, and thus reflects a mixture of topography
and work function variations. As a result, bi- or multilayer
graphene islands in the graphene membrane do not lead to
image contrast, whereas the membrane morphology is clearly
resolved.

Similar to figure 5(a), one can clearly observe the imprinted
morphology of the former Cu support foil. Since the graphene
layer was grown by CVD according to the growth recipe that
does not entirely remove the polycrystalline nature of the Cu
foil, one even sees the marks of the former Cu grain in the
top-left rectangle, which proceeds diagonally from the top
left to the bottom right of the image. In addition, wrinkles
are imaged as a thin straight line in the membrane but most
importantly, the areas where the former Cu foil developed a
staircase morphology during CVD are clearly visible, because
the freestanding graphene membrane still mimics this mor-
phology. Figure 5(c) sketches the observation that the stair-
case morphology of the Cu support is still conserved in the
CVD-grown graphene even if the support is dissolved or the
membrane is mechanically detached from the support foil. At
first sight, this situation seems to be surprising, as one would
expect membrane relaxation perpendicular to the steps of the
staircase when removing the support. However, while such a
motion is possible in a 1D structure, a local staircase embed-
ded in a 2D membrane cannot relax without inducing stress
within the surrounding membrane. An extreme example is
the membrane morphology that contains two staircases with
rotated staircase directions in contact with each other. In such
a geometry, relaxation along one staircase direction would

naturally induce straining with respect to the other staircase;
thus, it is impossible to relax both staircases into a flat mem-
brane at the same time without applying stress.

6.2. Straining freestanding graphene by thermal expansion
of the supporting frame

As a result, we have to conclude that CVD-grown graphene
is not flat, even in its freestanding form. This finding might
explain why the mechanical resonance frequencies of doubly
clamped freestanding CVD-grown graphene show a large
variation with respect to the frequency and quality factor
of the fundamental vibration mode [103]. It also affects
the mechanical membrane properties under static tension,
which can be applied when annealing the support frame
and induce its thermal expansion, making use of the fact
that graphene essentially does not thermally expand [104].
Figure 6 displays two experiments where graphene mem-
branes are annealed together with their supporting frame. In
both experiments, a TEM grid made from Cu with 20 µm-
wide quadratic holes served as the support structure. The
large linear thermal expansion coefficient of Cu of 17 × 10−6

K−1 [105] induces a substantial strain of the suspended
graphene membranes during annealing. Figure 6 displays
two annealing experiments of graphene membranes that were
fixed on a Cu grid. Both membranes were synthesized by
applying the B-CVD growth protocol followed by transfer
onto the grid along the T-A protocol (see supplementary
material).

Figure 6(a) displays a LEEM image sequence from the
annealing of the first sample, recorded at 60 eV from the back-
side of themembranewith the support grid facing the objective
of the microscope (movie provided as supplementary mater-
ial). In the upper left part of the image, the membrane is highly
folded due to the imprinted morphology of the former Cu foil
growth substrate. As a result, the membrane covers the frame
in a rather floppy geometry. When annealing the Cu grid from
room temperature to 320 ◦C, the copper support grid expands
by 0.5% in each direction of the frame. As seen in the dis-
played sequence, the folded area in the top left part of themem-
brane turns flat when reaching 320 ◦C. Note that the expansion
of the support grid is mostly compensated by this membrane
flattening and is, thus, not entirely transferred into in-plane
straining of the membrane.

The second example displayed in figure 6(b) shows a
graphene membrane that was placed on the support grid in
an almost planar geometry. Now, the thermal expansion of
the support frame directly transfers into an in-plane straining
of the membrane. In this data set, the top side of the trans-
ferred membrane is imaged with the grid below the mem-
brane. The field of view shows one division bar crossing of the
grid with two bars separating four quadratic holes. The dark
hexagonal island is identified as a trilayer graphene island on
a local bilayer graphene membrane. The origin of this con-
trast will be discussed further below. The sequence displays
the membrane during annealing from room temperature to
190 ◦C (amovie of themembrane annealing and its subsequent
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Figure 6. Thermal expansion of the support grid during annealing leads to a straining of suspended graphene that does not thermally
expand. (a) Suspended graphene covering the supporting grid in a floppy geometry gradually flattens during annealing. The membrane was
imaged by LEEM at 60 eV from the backside of the membrane with the support grid facing the objective of the microscope. (b) Graphene
suspended on a support grid in a flat geometry is strained during anneal. The LEEM image sequence is acquired at 0.8 eV from the frontside
of the membrane with the supporting grid behind. In the upper part of each image a white arrow indicates a position where the induced stress
leads to the rupture of the membrane. The dark hexagonal patch is a trilayer graphene island within a bilayer membrane (see text). Growth
and transfer protocol of both membranes: B + CVD and T-A; see supplementary material, where movies of both sequences are also found.

cooling is provided as supplementary material). Due to the
flat alignment of the membrane, the thermal expansion of the
TEM grid of about 0.3% along the horizontal and vertical dir-
ection is transferred into an isotropic straining of the mem-
brane. The graphene membrane should easily withstand this
expansion (nominally graphene should resist straining well
above 10% [66]). However, if a defect is present in the mem-
brane, the induced strain readily induces rupture of the freest-
anding graphene. A white arrow points to such a case where
the thermally induced strain causes the membrane rupture,
leading to a 3 µm-sized hole. Note that defective freestand-
ing graphene ruptures rather than delaminates from the sup-
port, which agrees with the reported ultrastrong adhesion of
graphenemembranes [65]. Keeping the findings of both exper-
iments in mind, it is not clear a priori whether a flat or a fol-
ded geometry of the membrane is advantageous. For example,
if liquids are enclosed in an environmental cell, the vertical
movement of the electron window while pumping down the
surrounding chamber may help to buffer the pressure decay
inside the cell. In fact, the already mentioned pressure relief
membranes often placed opposite to the electron window are
inserted to intentionally reduce the force acting on the electron
window.

6.3. Quantum oscillations in freestanding graphene and the
thickness of graphene membranes

The findings of both experiments shown in figure 6 are import-
ant because of another fact. When analyzing the crystal struc-
ture of freestanding graphene, the samples require thorough
annealing and degassing in a vacuum before LEED effects
become visible. Thus, the graphene membranes have to with-
stand the induced stress during annealing, which sorts out the
mechanically unstable membranes, before any characteriza-
tion by LEED can take place.

The already mentioned quantum oscillations of the (0,0)
beam reflectivity appear not only in supported graphene
as shown in figure 3, but also in its freestanding form as
has been observed in suspended, exfoliated graphene [106].
Figure 7 shows that well-defined quantum oscillations are
also observed by LEEM in transferred CVD-grown graphene
membranes that have been well degassed. The oscillations
can be used to determine the number of stacked carbon lay-
ers inside the membrane, i.e. they provide a sensitive meas-
ure of the membrane thickness. The LEEM image displays
freestanding graphene grown by applying the C + CVD syn-
thesis protocol after transfer onto a grid with hexagonally
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Figure 7. Freestanding graphene film transferred onto a grid with hexagonal holes of 20 µm diameter. (a) The LEEM image taken at 2.5 eV
resolves three bars of the grid and hexagonally shaped patches in the membrane with alternating contrast. Four patches, A, B, C and D, are
indicated in the graph. (b) Acquiring a set of LEEM images as a function of start voltage energy, extracting the gray scale intensity from the
indicated patches A, B, C and D and plotting them versus the energy leads to the graph below the image. For the purpose of better viewing,
the individual plots are displaced vertically with respect to each other. The plots relate to the (0,0) beam reflectivity and show well-defined
oscillations within the energy range of (0–6) eV, with n dips in the reflectivity curve relating to n + 1 stacked carbon layers in the
membrane. Thus, the analysis allows us to verify that the local areas A, B, C and D are made of mono-, bi-, tri- and four-layer-thick
graphene. The dashed line in the reflectivity plot indicates the start voltage energy of 2.5 eV, at which image (a) was acquired. Due to the
alternation of minima and maxima in the (0,0) beam reflectivity, this energy value is ideal for the acquisition of LEEM images that provide
contrast reversal whenever the membrane thickness changes by one carbon layer (growth and transfer protocol for membrane formation:
C + CVD and T-B, see supplementary material).

shaped holes of 20 µm diameter following the T-B protocol
(see supplementary material). The displayed area shows three
crossing bars separating the graphene-covered adjacent holes
of the grid. The LEEM image was acquired at a kinetic energy
of 2.5 eV and provides contrast of hexagonally shaped patches
on the membrane. Areas with alternating contrast are marked
as A, B, C and D in the image from which the image intensity
was extracted, which relates to the reflected (0,0) beam intens-
ity. By recording a set of LEEM images as a function of
the start voltage energy in a LEEM I/V data set, the electron

reflectivity curve of the indicated areas A, B, C and D was
derived and plotted versus the start voltage energy, which is
shown in figure 7(b) (note that the start voltage energy is equal
to the kinetic electron energy offset by the MEM transition
energy, which amounts to 0.6 eV in the present data set). Well-
defined reflectivity oscillations are observed between 0 and
6 eV. Using the fact that n dips in the reflectivity curve can be
related to n + 1 atomic graphene layers [87], we can determ-
ine the local membrane thickness as indicated in the graph.
Note that monolayer graphene is clearly identified in area A
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not only because of the absence of quantum oscillations within
the energy range of 0–6 eV, but because the (0,0) spot intens-
ity does not reflect any constructive interference effect at all,
which leads to pronounced Bragg peaks in bi-, tri- and four-
layer graphene.

As indicated in figure 7(b), the assignment clearly iden-
tifies area A of the membrane as monolayer graphene
and B, C and D as bi-, tri- and four-layer graphene. The
dashed line in the chart of figure 7(b) at 2.5 eV clearly
shows why the contrast reversal in figure 7(a) indicates
the stepwise increase in the membrane layer thickness by
one graphene layer at a time. The reflectivity curves of
figure 7(b) also explain why the trilayer graphene island
resolved in the LEEM image sequence of figure 6(b) taken at
0.8 eV appeared darker than the surrounding bilayer graphene
membrane.

Note that films that are not well degassed do not show any
quantum oscillations in the electron reflectivity at all. Thus,
the absence of oscillations in the electron reflectivity curve
acquired from freestanding graphene cannot be used to unam-
biguously identify the monolayer thickness of the membrane.
At least one multilayer island close to the monolayer region
has to be resolved, from which quantum oscillations in the
electron reflectivity can be observed in order to prove the crys-
talline order and cleanliness of the membrane. Figure 8(a) dis-
plays a LEEM data set taken from a 220 × 140 µm-wide
area of a grid with hexagonal holes of 20 µm diameter, which
has been covered by a well-degassed graphene membrane that
was synthesized following the B + CVD growth and the T-B
transfer protocol. The displayed image of the membrane has
been generated by stitching together 72 LEEM images, each
with a 30 µm field of view. Every image was acquired at a
start voltage energy of 2.5 eV so that contrast reversal indic-
ates a membrane thickness increase/decrease by one atomic
layer. Local LEEM I/V data sets acquired at various posi-
tions allowed us to identify the local thickness of the freest-
anding graphene and the red arrows indicate the areas where
the membrane consists of mono-, bi-, tri- and four-layer-thick
graphene. It is clearly seen that monolayer graphene appears
only as a minority phase in the freestanding graphene film,
with most of the area consisting of hexagonally shaped few-
layer graphene islands with a thickness ranging between two
and four atomic layers. In essence, the covered area imaged
in figure 8(a) represents a graphene membrane with an aver-
age thickness of 2–3 atomic layers. Since after UHV prepar-
ation, we never see large areas entirely covered by mono-
layer graphene, no matter which transfer technique is used
to produce CVD-grown freestanding graphene, we conclude
that the observed few-layer islands have a stabilizing effect
on the graphene film, which is mandatory when wanting to
cover large areas on a support grid with ∼10–20 µm wide
holes.

In fact, when producing stable graphene membranes that
are capable of sealing large areas, we intentionally do not
remove all carbon from the Cu foil during foil pre-treatment
so that the remaining extra carbon can act as a nucleation site
for few-layer graphene islands during CVD in agreement with

findings reported in the literature [84]. Thus, although the used
CVD growth recipe is identical to the protocol for monolayer
graphene growth, the resulting graphene after transfer onto the
support grid has rather the properties of the membrane dis-
played in figure 8(a). This fact partly explains why the CVD
growth following the protocol for monolayer graphene may
deliver thicker than monolayer graphene films. Nevertheless,
having found that freestanding graphene membranes cover-
ing large holes seem to be thicker than two atomic layers
raises the question of why the successful assembly of freest-
anding monolayer graphene covering large holes is repor-
ted in the literature [47–49]. Although we can only report
on our own findings that we did not succeed in producing
freestanding monolayer graphene spanning over holes with
>100 µm diameter, we may discuss a potential explanation
for this discrepancy. Figure 8(b) displays an SEM image
reflecting the secondary electron emission yield from an
assembled graphene membrane on top of a grid with quad-
ratic holes of 20 µm side length. The membrane was syn-
thesized following the B + CVD growth- and T-B trans-
fer protocol. In the top part of figure 8(b), seven holes are
imaged where membranes ruptured, while the remaining 42
holes of the imaged area are entirely covered by the graphene
film. With the empty holes appearing dark, the graphene-
covered holes are easily identified by their homogeneous gray-
ish contrast. In the lower part of the grid, bright lines appear
where the membrane is locally folded onto itself, leading
to a locally crumpled membrane with about double thick-
ness. Apart from the crumpled areas, the local 20 × 20 µm
frames are smoothly covered by the freestanding graphene
membrane.

Whenmeasuring the Raman spectrum on one of the frames,
we obtain sharp G and 2D peaks with the 2D peak height
considerably larger than that of the G band (upper spec-
trum in figure 8(b)). This is the Raman signature of mono-
layer graphene [107, 108]. When instead searching for another
sealed frame of the grid, we see the clear signature of few-
layer graphene with a much broader 2D band at a lower
peak height than the G peak (the lower Raman spectrum of
figure 8(b)) [107, 108]. We suggest that the entire graphene
membrane shown in figure 8(b) represents few-layer-thick
freestanding graphene and that the monolayer Raman signa-
ture results from a turbostratic stacking of the film, which leads
to spectral line shapes almost identical to the ones obtained
from monolayer graphene [109], similar to the observation
of electronically decoupled turbostratic multilayer graphene
on SiC [110, 111]. The LEEM images of figure 8(a) sup-
port this suggestion. In the upper part of the image, two
multilayer islands are marked by red arrows. The flipping
contrast relates to subsequent carbon layers with straight
step edges indicating the hexagonal shape of the islands.
While the left island displays parallel aligned step edges,
the step edges of the right island are rotated by about 30◦

with respect to each other. Knowing that the step edges of
CVD-grown graphene on Cu proceed along the zig-zag dir-
ection of graphene lattice [112–114] evidences the stacking
of aligned or rotated graphene layers in the left and right
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Figure 8. (a) Stitched LEEM images acquired at 2.5 eV with contrast reversal indicating the membrane thickness change by one atomic
layer. Local LEEM I/V data allow to assign the local membrane thickness as indicated by arrows. Two few-layer graphene islands are
identified in the top part of the image with the stacking of aligned and about 30◦ rotated layers (see text). (b) SEM image of a grid with
quadratic holes of 20 µm side length covered by transferred graphene (primary energy 5 keV). In the left upper edge of the graph, seven
membranes are ruptured and appear dark, indicating that the holes with grayish contrast are entirely sealed by graphene. Their
homogeneous contrast indicates that no large thickness variations are present in the graphene film. Nevertheless, when locally acquiring
Raman data from one of the graphene covered holes, the Raman signature of monolayer graphene is obtained (upper spectrum), while the
lower spectrum acquired from another covered hole clearly identifies multilayer graphene. Comparison with the LEEM image in a) leads to
the assignment of the monolayer-type Raman spectrum to turbostratic instead of monolayer graphene. This finding questions many reports
of monolayer graphene suspended over extended holes (growth and transfer protocol: (a) B + CVD, T-B, (b) B + CVD, T-A; see
supplementary material).

multilayer island, respectively. As a result, a Raman spectrum
obtained from the left island would lead to the signature of
few-layer graphene while the signature of the right island
would match the one of monolayer graphene [115]. Thus, we

conclude that locally observing the Raman signature in large
suspended graphene films is not sufficient to unequivocally
determine the monolayer thickness of freestanding graphene
[47, 48].
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6.4. LEED spot analysis and flatness of freestanding
graphene

Having prepared well-degassed membranes suspended on
grids provides the possibility to acquire the LEED patterns of
freestanding CVD-grown graphene. Successful preparation is
very demanding and requires vacuum annealing at temperat-
ures well above 100 ◦C for more than 4 h. During this time,
enormous degassing of the membrane is observed, leading to
a pressure well above 10−6 mbar in the UHV system over a
time span larger than 1 h. With the typical effective pumping
speed of UHV systems ranging between 10 and 100 l s−1, the
observed degassing relates to a desorption rate of 2.4 × 1014

particles per second at minimum, or a total desorption of about
1000 monolayer material from a sample area of about 1 cm2.
Note that this is a lower limit estimation and that the true
amount of desorbing material may well be larger by up to
two orders of magnitude. After all adsorbates are desorbed, the
membranes can be safely annealed to even higher temperatures
while maintaining a base pressure in the low 10−9 mbar pres-
sure range or even below. As already mentioned, during this
degassing treatment in vacuum the membranes have to with-
stand the mechanical stress induced by the thermal expansion
of the supporting frame. This might account for the sorting
out of slightly defective membranes; the membrane samples
often develop local field emitters after rupturing that make
surface analysis using the SPELEEM instrument impossible.
Nevertheless, after several years of experience, we were able
to obtain good LEED data. Here, we can make use of the find-
ing that the thermal expansion of the supporting grid tends to
straighten the freestanding graphenemembranes (see figure 6).

Figure 9 shows a data set acquired from freestandingmono-
and bilayer graphene acquired at sample temperatures of 60 ◦C
and 300 ◦C. The CVD-grown graphene membranes were
synthesized following the C + CVD growth protocol where
the nucleation and growth of few-layer graphene islands was
intentionally induced in order to increase the mechanical sta-
bility of the resulting membrane. As a result, the synthesized
membranes do not host extended areas of freestanding mono-
layer graphene. Nevertheless, the used SPELEEMmicroscope
at the Nanospectroscopy beamline of Elettra provides the pos-
sibility to acquire µ-LEED data from a probe spot of 2 µm
diameter [116]. The LEED patterns displayed in figure 9(a) are
taken from freestanding monolayer graphene and appear very
blurred, which we assign to the varying curvature of the mater-
ial with respect to the optical axis of the microscope at the
sub-micrometer-length scale. This assignment is in agreement
with a study performed with the same LEEM apparatus where
the vertical corrugation of delaminated freestanding mono-
layer graphene was evidenced to proceed on the 60 nm lateral
wavelength scale [106]. The finding that annealing to 300 ◦C
considerably sharpens the LEED spots supports the picture of
a membrane suspended on a drum frame which is strained and
flattened by the thermal expansion of the frame at elevated
temperature. The upper row of figure 9(a) displays the diffrac-
tion patterns acquired at 35 eV at the indicated temperature.
Scaling the intensity of both LEED data sets to the (0,0) peak
maximum acquired at 25 eV accounts for the peak intensity

reduction at high temperature due to the Debye–Waller factor,
and we can visually compare the peak shape changes as a
function of annealing. The false color coding of the displayed
diffraction patterns demonstrates the sharpening of the (0,0)
spot and the first-order diffraction spots at increased sample
temperature. In addition, a data set of diffraction patterns was
acquired as a function of the irradiating electron beam energy
(from 25 to 100 eV in steps of 1 eV), from which the spot pro-
files along the indicated red line were extracted. Plotting the
spot profiles versus the electron energy leads to the graphs dis-
played below the diffraction patterns. These so-called water-
fall plots are similar data sets to the one shown in figure 3(e),
but they use a different false color coding for the profile intens-
ity, which is shown on the left side of the graph. Again, the
sharpening upon temperature increase is clearly visible, espe-
cially for the (0,0) spot profile. The horizontal axis is calib-
rated to the wave vector kII with 2.95 Å−1 corresponding to
the (1,0) spot of the graphene lattice. Using this calibration, we
can quantify the (0,0) spot profile by extracting its full width
at half maximum (FWHM) from the (0,0) LEED spot taken at
35 eV. Before the temperature increase, the (0,0) spot shows a
FWHM of 1.8 Å−1, which reduces to values ranging between
1.0 Å−1 and 1.3 Å−1. The slightly asymmetric peak shape
is clearly visible and may be attributed to the non-isotropic
straining of the membrane induced by the membrane morpho-
logy surrounding the probed monolayer graphene area.

Note that in the case of freestanding bilayer graphene,
reasonably sharp first-order diffraction peaks appear, and the
intensity variations of the diffraction peaks with increasing
electron energy are clearly visible in the waterfall plots of
figure 9(b). While the observed I/V characteristics of the (0,0)
and first-order diffraction spots originate from the construct-
ive/destructive interference of the electron wave reflected from
the two stacked carbon layers in bilayer graphene, such effects
are absent in freestanding monolayer graphene as can be seen
in the waterfall plots of figure 9(a). Thus, in addition to the
observed quantum oscillations shown in figure 7, the diffrac-
tion data presented in figure 9 also show a clear indication
of whether the produced freestanding graphene membranes
are made of monolayer graphene. Up to now, we have shown
that CVD-grown graphene can be transformed into freestand-
ing graphene from which diffraction data can be acquired.
We have also shown that the staircase morphology of CVD-
grown graphene onCu is still imprinted in themembranes after
conversion into freestanding graphene, but that intentionally
straining the membranes leads to a flattened morphology.

The influence of the membrane morphology on the LEED
spot shape is even more pronounced in the second data set
acquired from freestanding bilayer graphene, as shown in
figure 9(b). Here, asymmetric LEED spots appear in the LEED
pattern taken at 60 ◦C at an electron energy of 35 eV. Again,
LEED I/V data sets such as the ones shown for monolayer
graphene in figure 9(a) were taken and plotted in a similar
way, leading to the diffraction patterns and waterfall plots dis-
played in figure 9(b). The intensity of each data set has been
again scaled to the (0,0) spot maximum intensity acquired at
25 eV and the same false color coding was applied to all dis-
played graphs. Inspection of the waterfall plot extracted from
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Figure 9. LEED I/V data sets acquired from freestanding mono- and bilayer graphene at 60 ◦C and 300 ◦C that has been fixed on a Cu
support grid. The LEED patterns were recorded at electron energies increasing from 25 eV up to 100 eV in steps of 1 eV. In the upper row
the respective LEED patterns acquired at 35 eV are displayed. Peak intensity profiles were extracted from each data set along the indicated
red line and plotted in a waterfall plot with the electron energy as vertical, k∥ in reciprocal vector units as horizontal axis and the normalized
spot intensities color coded according to the displayed false color tables (see text). (a) Diffraction patterns acquired from freestanding
monolayer graphene. The (0,0) peak recorded at 35 eV has a FWHM = 1.8 Å−1 at T = 60 ◦C and develops a sharper shape with a
FWHM = (1.0–1.3) Å−1at T = 300 ◦C. The sharpening of the (0,0) peak with increasing temperature can also be visually detected in the
respective waterfall plots because the peak intensities are scaled and color coded with respect to the same color table. (b) Diffraction
patterns acquired from freestanding bilayer graphene. At 60 ◦C an asymmetric (0,0) peak shape is recorded at an electron energy of 35 eV.
The energy dependence of the k∥ component of the (0,0) spot appears in the waterfall plot and indicates the presence of an inclined plane in
addition to the one to which the microscope is aligned. This indicates an imprinted staircase morphology of the local bilayer graphene
membrane similar to the case shown for supported graphene in figure 3(e). At the elevated temperature of 300 ◦C the Cu support grid
expands and flattens the bilayer graphene membrane so that a regular hexagonal LEED pattern with much sharper peaks is observed and the
(0,0) spot recorded at 35 eV has a FWHM = (0.5–0.6) Å−1. All given k-space values follow the reciprocal space notation including the
factor of 2π (growth and transfer protocol: C + CVD, T-B, see supplementary material).

the LEED data taken at 60 ◦C reveals the presence of a kII
component in the (0,0) spot intensity, which accounts for the
asymmetric (0,0) peak shape of the displayed diffraction pat-
tern taken at 35 eV. Qualitatively, we can attribute this finding
to the presence of an inclined surface plane in addition to the
aligned plane of the bilayer graphene membrane. The inclined
plane accounts for the diffraction spot dispersion toward the
right side with increasing energy. Comparison with the data
shown in figure 3(e) proves that also in the freestanding bilayer
graphene membrane two differently inclined surface planes
are present, although these planes are not as well defined as
in the data set taken from the supported graphene. In agree-
ment with the real-space LEEM data displayed in figures 5
and 6, we can conclude that the former morphology of the Cu
foil was partly imprinted in the freestanding bilayer graphene,
from which the LEED data were extracted. Interestingly, the
observed effect of the two differently inclined surface planes
on the diffraction data vanishes if the diffraction patterns are
acquired from the same bilayer membrane area at the elevated
temperature of 300 ◦C. At this temperature sharp circular dif-
fraction spots are observed. We can conclude that the thermal
expansion of the supporting frame strains the membrane and
flattens its morphology.

Finally, we discuss the thickness-dependent morphology of
freestanding graphene made from CVD-grown g/Cu on mem-
brane areas where the former Cu foil was not faceted and com-
pare it with membranes produced from exfoliated graphene.
For this purpose, LEED data were acquired from as flat as
possible areas of the CVD-grown graphenemembranes, where
no indication of the simultaneous presence of inclined facets
was observed. Again, graphene membranes were synthesized
following the C + CVD growth protocol while intentionally
increasing the amount of few-layer graphene islands in the
film. Figure 10 displays the room temperature LEED patterns
acquired at 40 eV from freestanding mono-, bi-, tri- and four-
layer graphene after the membrane thickness was identified by
determining the quantum oscillations of the electron reflectiv-
ity at low energy. Similar to the data displayed in figure 9,
the intensity of each diffraction pattern was scaled to the max-
imum of the (0,0) spot and the same false color coding was
applied, which is shown in the left part of figure 10. One
can clearly observe the blurred and asymmetric appearance of
the diffraction spots obtained from monolayer graphene, the
sharper spots taken from bilayer graphene and the needle-type
diffraction peaks acquired from tri- and four-layer graphene.
To provide quantitative numbers, the FWHM of the (0,0)
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Figure 10. Diffraction patterns acquired at 40 eV from freestanding monolayer (ML), bilayer (BL), three-layer (3-L) and four-layer (4-L)
graphene at room temperature with peak shapes of the (0,0) spot leading to the following FWHM values: ML = (1.5–2.1) Å−1,
BL = 0.65 Å−1, 3-L = 0.18 Å−1, 4-L = 0.18 Å−1. Note the very diffuse appearance of the monolayer graphene diffraction spots. The
displayed diffraction data taken from a flat bilayer graphene membrane lead to much sharper spots. For graphene films with thickness larger
than three layers the diffraction data deliver sharp diffraction spots similar to the ones measured from single-crystal surfaces. The applied
transfer method may lead to impurities on the membranes and thus, enlarge the broadening of the diffraction peaks. However, this effect can
be ruled out to a certain extent (see text). The extracted k-space values follow the reciprocal space notation including the factor of 2π
(growth protocol C + CVD, transfer protocol: ML and BL graphene: T-B, 3-L and 4-L graphene: T-C; see supplementary material).

peak was extracted. It ranges between 1.5 and 2.1 Å−1 for
monolayer graphene and amounts to 0.65 Å−1 for bilayer
graphene in the current data set. Both values are significantly
larger than the ones recorded from freestanding exfoliated
graphene, which amounted to about 0.8 Å−1 for monolayer
and 0.4 Å−1 for bilayer graphene when acquired at the same
electron energy with the same instrument [106]. As seen in
figure 10, electron diffraction from three- and four-layer-thick
CVD-grown freestanding graphene leads to equally sharp
spots with a FWHM of the (0,0) beam of 0.18 Å−1. This num-
ber compares to the reported FWHM of the (0,0) diffraction
spot of 0.10 Å−1 reported for graphite and to the FWHM of
the (0,0) spot derived from supported monolayer g/Cu(111)
of the experiment shown in figure 3. The latter amounts to
0.07 Å−1 and matches the reported transfer width of 10 nm
of the SPELEEM instrument [106].

The synthesis of CVD-grown freestanding graphene
requires contact with wet chemicals when applying the trans-
fer protocol, which is avoided when mechanically exfoliating
graphene. Thus, the transfer of CVD-grown graphene might
contaminate the membranes, which would explain why the
diffraction peaks are about 1.5–2 times broader when com-
pared to the ones acquired from exfoliated graphene [106].
Although we cannot rule out that further optimization of the
membrane synthesis route might lead to even sharper dif-
fraction spots, we can confirm that the vertical corrugation
of freestanding CVD-grown graphene follows the same trend
observed on exfoliated graphene with monolayer graphene
being significantly more vertically corrugated than bilayer
graphene, which itself is significantly more corrugated than
three–layer membranes. The observation that membranes with
thicknesses larger or equal to three atomic layers are equally
flat fits well with the fact that from three-layer graphene on, a
bulk layer exists in the solid, which stabilizes the surface.

When relating the diffraction peak broadening of the (0,0)
reflected beam to the vertical corrugation of the graphene
membranes we can use equation (6) to estimate the involved

angular variation of the membrane surface normal with respect
to the optical axis of the microscope. When doing so, a
FWHM of 1.5 Å−1 relates to the nominal variation of±7◦ for
monolayer graphene, while a FWHM of about 0.65 Å−1 for
bilayer graphene amounts to ±3◦ and the observed FWHM
of 0.18 Å−1 from three- and four-layer graphene relates to an
inclination angle variation of±0.8◦, respectively. The derived
numbers do not deviate much from the average value of ±5◦

extracted in a TEM study of suspended exfoliated monolayer
graphene [117].

Since one may speculate that the wet chemical treatment
might partly account for the broadening of the acquired dif-
fraction peaks, the question arises as to whether or not the
chosen transfer protocol influences the quality of the dif-
fraction data. The first two diffraction patterns of mono-
and bilayer graphene shown in figure 10 were taken from
freestanding graphene synthesized by applying the T-B trans-
fer protocol where the Cu support was chemically dissolved
(synthesis route [b] in figure 4). In contrast, the diffraction
data acquired from three-layer and four-layer-thick graphene
belong to membranes where the CVD-grown graphene was
detached from the Cu support following the bubbling trans-
fer protocol T-C (see synthesis route [a] in figure 4). Thus,
instead of relating the observed sharpening of the (0,0) diffrac-
tion spot to the membrane thickness increase from two to three
atomic layers, the effect might be attributed to the potentially
superior bubbling transfer protocol used for the synthesis of
the three- and four-layer-thick membranes shown in figure 10.
However, we consider this explanation as rather unlikely, since
we also managed to synthesize freestanding bilayer graphene
following the bubbling transfer protocol T-C and obtained a
(0,0) diffraction spot FWHM of about 0.6 Å−1, similar to the
shown diffraction data of bilayer graphene synthesized fol-
lowing the Cu dissolution protocol T-B. Freestanding mono-
layer graphene, suspended over holes large enough to perform
µ-LEEDmeasurements, could not be prepared when using the
bubbling transfer method and we can use the above argument
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only for membranes with thicknesses larger than two atomic
layers.

All in all, we can summarize that CVD-grown freestanding
graphene may be influenced by the local staircase morpho-
logy of the former Cu support foil, but even in areas where
the support foil developed a flat geometry, mono- and bilayer
graphene membranes do not seem to be flat. Thus, if studies
present LEED data of freestanding graphene with sharp dif-
fraction peaks, the generated membranes are most likely made
of few-layer graphene [82].

7. Electron transparency of supported and
freestanding graphene

After having characterized the morphology, thickness and
crystal structure of freestanding CVD-grown graphene, we
need to raise the question of what electron transparency of the
produced graphenemembranes can be obtained. First, the easi-
est method is to measure the as-grown graphene films, which
are still in contact with the support. The samples were grown
by following the A + CVD and B + CVD growth protocol,
respectively, while pre-treatment and growth were tuned to
deliver monolayer graphene. The electron transparency was
then measured by creating an electron emission signal under-
neath the graphene film and determining its attenuation com-
pared to the electron emission from the graphene-free, bare
surface. Figures 11(a) and (b) display experiments of this kind.
The electron emission from the support can be either gen-
erated by photon or by electron irradiation, as was done by
our group using XPS or Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
apparatus. The attenuation of the electron emission intensity
through the covering layer can be simply derived by measur-
ing the electron emission signal before and after removal of
the covering graphene by Ar+ sputtering. The measurement
strategy is sketched in figure 11(a) and data were success-
fully acquired from monolayer graphene on Cu in our labor-
atory in normal electron emission geometry (ϑ = 0) [25]. The
performed experiment was difficult as the x-ray gun and the
spectrometer had to be switched off during sample sputter-
ing and both devices had to be reliably switched on again to
reach identical irradiation and electron detection conditions,
which was possible within an error of about 10%. If a spa-
tially resolving spectrometer is available, the experiment can
be greatly simplified since one can sputter-clean one side of the
sample while the other side is still covered by the CVD-grown
graphene layer as sketched in figure 11(b). Data are shown
that were acquiredwith a STAIBDesa 100Auger spectrometer
with an acceptance angle of ϑ= 42.3◦, which was turned into
a scanning Auger electron microscope by home-built scan-
ning electronics. The data show 100 µm-sized graphene flakes
CVD-grown on a Cu foil with half of the sample surface
sputter-cleaned in UHV before starting the AES character-
ization. The image intensity of the Cu(LMM) Auger trans-
ition can be used to determine the electron attenuation of the
CVD-grown monolayer graphene by comparing the detected
Cu(LMM) Auger electron emission yield at 916 eV that ori-
ginated from areas below the covering graphene flakeswith the

one obtained from the uncovered, sputter-cleaned left part of
the Cu foil. The contrast in the C(KLL) Auger transition image
locates the position of the graphene flakes, which confirms that
the graphene-free regions of the non-sputtered right part of
the Cu foils appear dark in the Cu(LMM) image. This con-
trast originates due to the fact that the graphene-free surface
is highly oxidized due to the contact with air after transferring
the sample from the CVD reactor into the UHV chamber that
hosts the AES spectrometer. Since the graphene-covered areas
remain oxygen-free, the measured Cu(LMM) signal attenu-
ation of about 65% with respect to the signal of the sputter-
cleaned part of the foil exclusively reflects the electron trans-
parency of monolayer graphene for the released electrons at a
kinetic energy of 916 eV.

For the electron transparency measurement of freestand-
ing graphene, a similar experiment is performed where the
graphene film is transferred onto a grid with quadratic holes of
200 µm side length. The membrane material was synthesized
following the B + CDV growth protocol while choosing pre-
treatment and growth conditions that led to few-layer graphene
growth. In order to provide the maximum cleanliness, a trans-
fer without any PMMAprotective layer was used. Figure 11(c)
displays optical and secondary electron images of the partly
graphene-covered support grid, which confirm that three holes
were entirely covered and one hole was half-covered by the
transferred graphene membrane. After positioning a clean Ag
foil in close vicinity below the grid, the electron emission yield
of the Ag(LMM) Auger transition was acquired. The detec-
ted electrons had to pass the graphene membranes on their
way to the electron analyzer in the line of sight. The electron
attenuation is extracted by comparison with the yield of elec-
trons that reached the detector through uncovered parts of the
grid. Note that in both experiments of figures 11(b) and (d) the
nominal attenuation of the irradiating electron beam at 5 keV
does not contribute to the measured signal decrease because
the graphene membranes are completely transparent for elec-
trons at this high kinetic energy. The displayed C(KLL) image
confirms that the location of the graphene-covered part of the
grid is in agreement with the optical and secondary electron
image shown in figure 11(c). The contrast of the displayed
Ag(LMM) image reflects the signal attenuation of the suspen-
ded graphene membrane for the acquired Auger electrons at
their kinetic energy of 349 eV, which relates to an electron
transparency of 26% at this electron energy.

The derived electron transparency of the supported and
freestanding graphene is plotted versus the electron kinetic
energy in the top-right panel of figure 11. Xu et al performed a
similar study on Cu-supported graphene determining the elec-
tron transparency by using AES and microscopy [118]. They
used a parameter set of the TPP-2M formula for the predic-
tion of the inelastic mean free path of electrons in solid matter
[23] in order to compare the experimentally observed and the
theoretically expected electron transparency of graphene. The
same formula was used by us in order to compare the experi-
mentally observed electron transparency with the theoretically
expected values [25]. The solid lines in the electron transpar-
ency chart of figure 11 display the predicted electron trans-
mission of monolayer graphene at normal emission (ϑ = 0◦)
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Figure 11. Determining the electron transparency of supported and freestanding graphene. Left column: Sketches of the performed
experiments: (a) XPS spectra were acquired before and after removal of the graphene layer. The performed experiments refer to [25]. (b)
SAM experiment: the Cu(LMM) signal intensity was acquired from graphene flakes on top of the Cu foil and from the sputter-cleaned Cu
foil area close by. (c) Freestanding graphene membranes were transferred onto a support grid with quadratic holes of 200 µm side length.
3.5 holes of the grid were successfully covered as confirmed by optical microscopy and SAM, acquiring the secondary electron emission
yield (SE). (d) Placing a silver foil behind the membrane in close vicinity to the grid enabled us to collect the electron emission of the
Ag(LMM) transitions. Comparing the emission intensity through empty holes with the one where the electrons have to pass the suspended
graphene reflect the electron transparency of the membrane. Right column: Experimental data: optical, SE and SAM images with C(KLL)
transition images indicating the positions of the graphene flakes or membranes, respectively. The extracted electron transparencies (see
color tables of the Cu(LMM) and Ag(LMM) image) are plotted versus the respective electron kinetic energies in a separate graph where the
electron transparencies predicted by the TPP-2M formula using the parameters used by Xu et al [118] are also shown as solid lines for the
given electron emission geometry (ϑ = 0◦ and ϑ = 42.3◦) and the nominal graphene layer thickness (growth protocol: (a) A + CVD, (b),
(c)+(d) B + CVD, transfer without any PMMA; for details see supplementary material). Reproduced from [25] with permission of The
Royal Society of Chemistry.

and of mono-, bi- and trilayer graphene at the emission angle
ϑ = 42.3◦ accepted by the used AES spectrometer. The red
squares indicate the measured values of the XPS experiment
sketched in figure 11(a), the black circle indicates the meas-
ured attenuation of the g/Cu sample characterized by the AES
experiment in figure 11(b), and the blue triangle represents the
outcome of the experiment shown in figure 11(d). Compar-
ison with the predicted values indicates that the g/Cu data of
the XPS experiment match a monolayer thickness of the sup-
ported graphene layer, while the data acquired from g/Cu in
the SAM experiment indicate a somewhat larger signal damp-
ing through the graphene film matching to a nominal thick-
ness of 1.5 layers. The slightly decreased electron transpar-
ency of the CVD-grown graphenemight originate from a ‘true’

increase in the effective film thickness, but it may also result
from carbonaceous contaminants on top of g/Cu. The latter
seems plausible, because the samples of all performed SAM
data sets were not annealed. The signal damping measured in
the freestanding graphene experiment of figure 11(d) relates
to an effective film thickness of between two and three car-
bon layers, which is qualitatively consistent with the findings
discussed with the help of figure 8.

The acquired data show that CVD-grown graphene delivers
a membrane material with sufficient electron transparency for
applications in environmental XPS to guarantee a high pho-
toelectron signal intensity through the electron window of a
graphene-sealed cell. Note that the graphene-based windows
shown in figures 6–8 and 11 are orders of magnitude larger
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Figure 12. Upper row: laboratory setup to measure the gas leak rate through sealing graphene membranes. A special manipulator allows
increasing the pressure p(HP) behind the membrane while measuring the pressure in the main UHV chamber p(UHV). The photograph
shows the vacuum chamber relating to the sketch, which also hosts the AES spectrometer used in the experiments of figure 11. Lower row:
sketch and photograph of the sample holder and the optical image of a graphene-sealed 100 µm wide single-hole sample as well as stitched
SEM images (primary energy 5 keV) showing the right part of a graphene-covered TEM grid of 2 mm diameter with 10 µm-sized holes.
Although more than 70% of the TEM grid was covered in graphene, the sealing efficiency does not reach the requirements of an
environmental cell experiment. In contrast, environmental cell sealing with a single electron window of 100 µm diameter already meets the
required leak tightness (see table 2) (growth protocol: single hole = C + CVD, grid = B + CVD, transfer protocol: T-C).

than the electron windows currently used in ambient pressure
XPS experiments following the environmental cell approach.
These experiments show the high potential and practical feas-
ibility of the experimental approach, which is why we expect
graphene membranes to greatly boost the achievable signal-
to-noise ratio for atmospheric pressure PES.

8. Sealing large electron windows by graphene and
leak tests

Finally, it remains to be shown that electron windows with dia-
meters in the 10–100 µm range can be sealed leak-tight with
the help of transferred, CVD-grown graphene that withstands
the forces acting on the membrane sealing during operation at
elevated pressure. The upper row of figure 12 displays a sketch
and a photograph of the experimental setup built to measure
the leakage rate of graphene-sealed electron windows. Note
that the UHV chamber also hosts the Auger electron spectro-
meter, which was used to acquire the data shown in figure 11.
In the lower row of figure 12, the sample holder is sketched
and photographed. The sample holder has a connection to a

high-pressure gas line. Mounting a leak-tight sample on the
sample holder would then seal the high-pressure gas line from
the UHV environment of the hosting chamber. The samples
may contain either a single hole or an array of holes that have to
be closed by a sealing graphene membrane. The optical image
shown in figure 12 displays a Si wafer hosting a 50 nm sil-
icon nitride window in which a single hole of 100 µmdiameter
was etched. The hole was covered by a sealing graphene film
which was synthesized along the C + CVD growth protocol
while favoring few-layer graphene formation and transferred
following the T-C protocol. Alternatively, a graphene sealed
array of small holes can be used as the electron window. For
preliminary tests, we again used TEM grids where each hole
of the grid should be covered by a graphene membrane. The
used membrane was synthesized by growing graphene follow-
ing the B + CVD protocol while again favoring the form-
ation of few-layer graphene and transferred by applying the
T-C protocol. The image displayed in the lower right part of
figure 12 shows stitched SEM images of the right half of such a
grid with 10 µm-sized holes over a vertical distance of 2 mm.
Areas appear bright where the holes are entirely covered by
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Table 2. Leak tightness and stability test of a circular hole with 100 µm diameter sealed by few-layer graphene.

p (HP) (mbar)
∆p pressure increase
(UHV) (mbar)

Leakage rate
(mbar × l s−1)

Equivalent hole
diameter (nm) Fraction of sealed area

10 <1 × 10−9 <2.75 × 10−8 < 130 >99.9998%
80 Membrane rupture Membrane rupture Membrane rupture Membrane rupture

graphene while empty holes or holes with ruptured graphene
appear dark. One can see that we managed to cover about 77%
of the imaged part of the TEM grid. Although this is already
a substantial part of the grid, the coverage does not deliver the
sealing efficiency required for high-pressure environmental
cell experiments inside a UHV chamber. In contrast, environ-
mental cell experiments with an electron window consisting of
a single graphene-sealed hole of 100 µm diameter are already
possible, as we show in the last section of this publication.

In order to reliably measure the leakage rate of the mem-
brane, we calibrated the effective pumping speed of the setup,
which is pumped by a small 75 l s−1 turbo molecular pump.
For this purpose, we inserted an uncovered, 10 µm wide cir-
cular aperture and increased the pressure of the high-pressure
side to 1 mbar. Under such conditions, we can use the con-
ductance of the aperture of L= 15.7× d2with the aperture dia-
meter given in cm and L given in l s−1 [119] to calculate the
effective pumping speed. Measuring the pressure on the UHV
side of 5.7× 10−7mbar leads to an effective pumping speed
of 27.5 ± 1.2 l s−1. Using this number allows us to determ-
ine the leakage rate through the graphene-sealed 100 µm dia-
meter hole. The results are tabulated in table 2. When adjust-
ing 10 mbar on the high-pressure side of the cell, no pres-
sure change on the UHV side is measurable, which means
that the pressure does not rise by more than 1 × 10−9 mbar.
This number represents the precision limit of our measure-
ment chamber with a base pressure in the 10−8 mbar range,
which results from the fact that a bake-out of the system
was not performed in order to avoid any stress on the seal-
ing membrane due to thermal expansion of the support frame.
Using these numbers leads to a calculated leak rate below
2.75 × 10−8 mbar × l s−1. This means that the effective
size of the leaking hole has a nominal diameter of less than
130 nm and that we managed to seal a fraction of >99.9998%
of the 100 µm diameter hole. Having achieved this sealing
quality should enable further XPS experiments at elevated
pressure.

Finally, we tested the mechanical stability limit of the
graphene-sealed 100 µm diameter hole by gradually increas-
ing the pressure on the high-pressure side up to 80 mbar.
Below this value, the sealing remained intact but when exceed-
ing 80 mbar, the membrane broke. The conservative estim-
ation of safe membrane operation conditions discussed in
section 3 delivered a pressure limit of about 200 mbar for a
100 µm-sized aperture sealed by monolayer graphene, which
means that the order of magnitude is reached in our experi-
ment. Nevertheless, since the used graphene membrane thick-
ness ranges between 2 and 5 carbon layers and the sealing effi-
ciency is poor when covering hole arrays, there is still room for
improvement.

9. Summary and outlook

We summarized the work on CVD growth of g/Cu and showed
that this synthesis route delivers monolayer graphene with
high crystalline quality with respect to both the graphene
and the Cu support when using the correct foil pre-treatment
procedures. However, freestanding graphene derived from
this preparation protocol capable of covering large holes
rather represents few-layer graphene. We also showed that the
Raman signature of the acquired spectra cannot be used to
identify freestanding monolayer graphene, as the Raman sig-
nature of turbostratic graphene cannot be easily distinguished
from single-layer graphene. We presented novel experiments
on how to acquire high-quality LEED data from CVD-grown
freestanding graphene. Making use of the µ-LEED technique
in a LEEM apparatus, quantum oscillations of (0,0) reflectiv-
ity at low kinetic energy were observed and diffraction data
were acquired from freestanding mono-, bi-, three- and four-
layer graphene. The data indicate that CVD-grown monolayer
graphene is considerably and bilayer graphene still slightly
vertically corrugated. Graphene membranes with thicknesses
larger than or equal to three atomic layers can be considered
as having a flat morphology. These findings apply for the local
sub-µm length scale. However, the restructuring of the Cu
foil during CVD growth induces a mesoscopic morphology
change which is imprinted in the CVD-grown graphene film
and which remains imprinted even when detaching and trans-
ferring the film onto a new support frame. Thermal expansion
of the support induces strain in the suspended graphene mem-
brane, which may or may not be a beneficial effect but which
should always be taken into account when trying to charac-
terize freestanding CVD-grown graphene. Finally, we could
measure the electron transparency and the leak tightness of the
generated membrane material. The achieved results are prom-
ising and ambient pressure experiments inside environmental
cells seem possible even with the use of standard laboratory
equipment, which will boost applications and experimental
approaches of this novel technique.
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